
Council on Inclusive Excellence 

Meeting Notes 

Jan. 19, 2018 

Opening 

The regular meeting of the Council on Inclusive Excellence was called to order at 10:30 am on 

Jan. 19, 2018 in HMSU 307 by Dr. Leah Reynolds. 

In attendance: Leah Reynolds, Josh Powers, Aaron Slocum, Kale Walker, Polina Kaniuka, 

Tradara McLaurine, Yong Joon Park, Michelle White, El-Houcin Chaqra, Hope Williams, 

Dwuena Wyre, Martha Reed, Melissa Gustafson. 

Agenda Item 1: 2016-17 Annual Report 

Leah and Josh distributed and discussed the annual report that was presented to the BOT at their 

December meeting. Leah and Josh provided insights on particular elements of the report and 

answered questions. It is posted to the Office of Equity, Diversity and Inclusion website. 

Agenda Item 2: Inclusive Excellence Definition 

Leah shared a definition of inclusive excellence document and engaged the COIE in a discussion 

about it. She explained the ISU model for inclusive excellence and the following action items 

were created: 

 Create an interactive version of the model on the Office of Equity, Diversity and 
Inclusions website where individuals can click on the individual components of the outer 
circle and obtain a description of what that specific item means (there should be a 
printable version as well, perhaps a singular page). Individual units should be able to use 
it for self-evaluation. Find opportunities to advertise the model to the rest of the campus 
community with a focus on the outer circles.

 Create an avenue that will allow for departmental customization. 

Agenda Item 3: Direction for the Council and Office of Equity, Diversity, and Inclusion 

Leah discussed her plan directions for the office and invited conversation on the role of the COIE 

going forward. The following action items were created: 

 Explore adding additional voices to the COIE such as an additional white male.

 A brief visual assessment was conducted by the members represented and the thought

was centered on whether or not we have the full representation needed on the council

and whether or not we should include a few more departments to ensure we have the

right people at the table, positioned in the right roles.

 Current members will begin to give regular updates on what is taking place in their

respective areas around inclusive excellence.  The opportunity to have guest speakers



educate us on what they are doing around campus and ways we can possibly partner to 

strengthen their efforts. 

 A review of the 2016-17 COIE annual report led to conversation on making sure any

goals set forth can be measureable.

The additional topic discussed was how to really begin to create accountability across campus, 

ensuring everyone is doing their part in making sure inclusive excellence is emphasized and 

valued. The following topics were discussed: 

 The potential to revisit adding “demonstration of your commitment to inclusive

excellence” in all employee evaluations.

 Exploring a requirement for Deans to incorporate inclusive excellence in their college

plans.

 The entire campus having a firm understanding of the tools available around campus that

assists with inclusive excellence efforts.

 Addressing the current climate that has individuals feeling like they will be retaliated

against if they speak to the Office of Equal Opportunity.

 Addressing the need for employees of color to feel like they have a sense of belonging

within their departments and on campus in general.

 Strengthening the relationship with the university and the city of Terre Haute as it relates

to diversity and inclusion.

Agenda for Next Meeting 

 Inviting President Curtis to our meeting if she’s available

 Other guest speakers TBD (possible Molly Hare and Colleen Haas from FCTE who have

just launched the Inclusive Teaching Institute)

 Individual committee updates and report outs

Adjournment 

Meeting was adjourned at 12:15 by Dr. Leah Reynolds. The Spring COIE schedule will get set 

shortly. 


